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therapy practices including in-patient, outpatient, acute care and sub-acute care rehab.
She has extensive experience in Neuro Rehab, with Parkinson’s and stroke patients, as
well as Orthopedic and Cardiopulmonary Rehab. Dr. Ratree is certified in LSVT BIG
treatment and a certified Health Coach.
Dr. Ratree received a Bachelor of Science degree in Physical Therapy from Thailand with
Second Class Honors. She earned a Transitional Doctors of Physical Therapy degree from
The University of South Florida.
In this Special Report on actually ending Neck Pain I share with you very powerful
principles and strategies you can make-work for you – some over time and others almost
instantly. They’re in no particular order, and they all have only one thing in common:
They all work.
There’s a great saying that goes: Small hinges swing big doors. And it’s often the simplest
advice that wins in the end. Truth is, without knowing your neck pain or your history
intimately, I cannot tell you which of these will work best for you. And even if I did know
the root cause of your neck pain, there are no guarantees that any one single strategy will
work.
But over the last two decades, I’ve been able to narrow down what really does and doesn’t
work when it comes to easing neck pain and headaches, and the principles you’re about to
read are included in that.
What’s more, this report shows you how to actually get to the root cause of your neck
pain and migraine headaches – for no cost what so ever, other than that of your time. And
that’s what most people who request this report are shocked to discover... that there IS a
way to get to the ROOT CAUSE of your pain without speaking to your insurance.
As well as that, inside of this report I also reveal to you PROVEN tips to ease neck pain
and migraine headaches so that you can begin to make a difference on your own.
Now imagine this... how great would it be if you try just one of these “tips” every day...
within a few weeks you could have all of these incredibly helpful strategies for easing
Neck Pain, “in play” and working for you – giving you back the active and healthy lifestyle
that you’ve lost, or are in danger of losing.
So here’s my challenge to you... now that you have this knowledge in your hands, take
time every day to try out at least one of these 100% natural treatments. It really won’t
take long and most of them won’t cost you anything but few minutes of your time.
I think you’ll be pleasantly surprised by how much better and healthier you will feel for
doing so.
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How To Get A Completely FREE Consultation
With A Neck Pain And Migraine Headache
Expert!
Step one in the recovery from ANY neck pain is to actually get to the true, underlying
root cause of that pain. Without knowing what’s going wrong it’s almost impossible to
stop it - and therefore it will only get worse.
Getting to the “true, undying, root cause of neck pain and migraine headaches” is
something that a physical therapist is an expert in and, it’s a shame that some people
still don’t know how easy it is to “self-refer” to a physical therapist for help with easing
neck pain.

No Referral Needed…
How easy? Well, there’s NO one to ask, NO referral needed, NO forms to sign, NO
payment agreements and there’s NO obligation to go ahead with any PT after an initial
consultation which will reveal your “diagnosis” – i.e. the, what’s going wrong!
It’s true... you don’t even need a referral from a medical doctor, and NOR do you
even have to let your network know in advance that you want to go and see a PT about
getting answers to your neck pain and migraine headcahe concerns. This means you
can just call up and arrange that first DISCOVERY visit today and have answers within
the next 48 hours! It’s that easy.
And at that first “no authorization needed” DISCOVERY CONSULTATION with one of
our physical therapists, you can have all of your questions answered personally by a
specialist PT, you’ll find out what’s going wrong and what else can be done about it,
and by who.
Then, once you know that, you’re better able to decide whether or not to contact your
insurance and we’ll even help you take care of any onward referral to a doctor (IF it’s
even needed).
We call it a DISCOVERY VISIT because you get to discover all about YOU, YOUR NECK
PAIN, “US” (the friendly staff at ActiveFIT PT!), AND PHYSICAL THERAPY. You’ll leave
your FREE Discovery Session knowing what’s causing your neck pain and headaches,
and able to make a better, more educated and more informed decision about your
health!
That’s why we say physical therapy is a hassle free way of easing neck pain - it’s financially risk free because the first visit is 100% FREE and now you know you don’t even
have to contact your network or go to see a doctor first.
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Here’s how you make contact with us:

To talk to one of our physical therapists about your neck pain,
just call: (386) 214-2663
Port Orange, Florida
ratree@activefitpt.com

And at that first session, here’s what we’ll promise you:
1. What is the underlying root cause of your pain and the real reason you’re suffering?
2. Can specialist physical therapy definitely help YOU?
3. If YES, exactly what sort of recovery program do you need?
4. How long before you will experience positive results?
5. Are there any OTHER natural healing, drug free ways you can exploit to speed up your
recovery alongside PT?
6. Exactly what your recovery program will cost, how much your insurance will reimburse and the three easy payment options you can choose from to cover the rest.
7. How soon you can begin gentle exercise, get back to work, or enjoy play time again
with your family and even walk with friends or stand in line at the shops.
Next, let’s look at some ways that you might choose to ease neck pain and migraine
headaches while you arrange that FREE Discovery VISIT at my PT clinic:
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7 Things To Do To Stop Neck And
Shoulder Pain...
1. Use Ice (...Not Heat) To Stop Pain
Ice is by far the best way to ease neck and shoulder pain. My tip, use ice whenever
you’re feeling achy or painful, such as at the end of a very busy day.
Apply an ice pack for 10 minutes or so, little but very often (every hour).
And when to use heat – my tip would be to apply a hot water bottle on a morning
when your neck and shoulder is likely to be feeling more stiff, than painful.
Again, 10 minutes should do it.

2. Sleep With One Soft Pillow
This might be difficult at first, especially if you are used to sleeping on two pillows.
But, if you can persist, it lowers the amount of stretching of muslces at your neck
which lowers the tension making your neck easier to move and lowering the chances
of any future headaces or migraines too.
Frequent headaches, migraines and constant shoulder tension (...and even an unhealthy looking posture) are a sign of spending 8 hours every night sleeping with
your head and neck in the wrong position. Drop down to just one soft pillow and you
will notice a difference.

3. Avoid Reading For More Than 20
Minutes In Bed
The reason why is because when you do this, your head is looking forwards and down
at a book or your Kindle and when you do this, it increases tension in your neck
muscles. It’s a bit like stretching an elastic band too far – eventually it will “fray” and
even snap.
Worse, at this late time in the day, your neck and head muscles are already tired and
weak. And by placing them under even more stress so late in the day, will make more
tension and headaches through the night, inevitable.
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4. Choose Sensible Footwear
The wrong choice of footwear include high heels, sandals, flip-flops and
plimsole style trainers or shoes. Why wrong? Because they’re all proven
to ADD to pressure and stress on your spine - which makes its way up to
your neck and head.
It’s because there’s a lack of cushioning to absorb “shock” (from walking
on hard pavements) with these types. So your spine and joints have to
take all of the impact every time your foot lands on the floor (...not good
for your hips or lower back either).
If you can absorb some of the shock by wearing nice soft, well fitted and
cushioned shoes/ trainers, then you could reduce your neck and shoulder tension by as much as 20-25%. This will also have a huge impact on
lessening your tension or migraine headaches.

5. Avoid Carrying Your Back Pack
Or Bag On One Arm, Or In One
Hand
This one is a very common mistake that adds to neck and shoulder tension.
Carrying a workbag or even shopping bag over one shoulder, means that
the weight is not evenly distributed. And as a result, one side of your
body is under more pressure than the other.
Guess what happens to the side of your body carrying the extra weight
all these years? (Likely to be the side you’re feeling the pain and tension
the most) - that’s right, it gets painful, tight and tense. This causes your
neck to tighten too, which then leads to tension and headaches. It’s often true that shoulder pain leads to neck pain which leads to headaches.
And it can happen in the reverse order, too.
More, if you carry the bag over your left shoulder all the time, you could
end up with a curvature of your spine and it would mean that your left
side is working too hard taking the weight of the bag every day, and certainly much harder than your right side.
And this would cause tension and pain, not to mention a funny and unhealthy looking posture.
-6www.activefitpt.com
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6. Ensure Laptop Screen Is Set At
The Correct Height
When you’re sitting (remember anything more than 20 minutes isn’t
ideal) and if your laptop or table isn’t at the right height, then what can
happen is you look downwards with your head and neck.
And in doing so, your spine becomes more and more “rounded” - meaning muscles in your neck become stretched!
When muscles get stretched, this puts more force on the joints and more
pressure on the discs of your neck. All of which are very sensitive and
likely to cause you pain in the neck and shoulder area - and headaches.

7. Do These Exercises At Home
Tonight, In Your Kitchen
Try swinging a gallon milk jug. A simple one-gallon milk (or water) jug
works great for loosening arm, neck and shoulder muslces. All you have
to do is fill the jug with a couple of inches of water, and swing the jug in
a circle 10 times forwards, 10 times backwards... 1 or 2 times daily. Make
sure you do this with both arms.
Another exercise you could try to free of your neck pain is to simply
practice turning your head left and right - and aim to look as far over
your shoulder as you can - behind you. Do this 20 times over your left
shoulder, 20 times over your right. Turn to the point where you feel the
pain, push into it slightly, then let go. Over time, the point at which the
pain comes on will be further into the stretch.
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Accelerate The Healing Process:
Find Out What’s Wrong By
Going To See A Physical
Therapist - It’s Free, And Real
Easy!
I think the only thing that stops most people from going and seeing a
physcial therapist is that most, well, they just don’t realize how EASY it
is.
See, you don’t even need a referral from a medical doctor, and nor do you
even have to let your network know in advance. Means you can just call
right up and arrange that first visit - today if you like! It’s that easy. And
at that first “no authorisation needed” session with a physcial therapist,
you can have all of your questions answered personally by a specialist
PT, find out what’s going wrong and what can be done about it, and by
who.
Then, once you know that, you’re better able to decide whether or not to
contact your insurance, and the PT you choose to see will take care of
any referral (to a doctor), of forms that need signing, too. That’s why we
say physical therapy is a hassle free way of easing neck and shoulder
pain.
If you’re at all interested in what a physical therapist can do to end your
neck and shoulder pain, why don’t you go and see one? It’s financially
risk free, (the first visit is free), and now you know you don’t even have
to contact your network, or go to see a doctor first.
Important: combine all of the “tips” in this Special Report with a trip to
see a hands on physical therapist, and you will likely see a dramatic drop
in the neck and shoulder pain, (and stiffness), you are currently suffering
from.
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7 Things You Can Do To Stop
Migraine Headaches...
1. Avoid Certain Foods
Alcohol, chocolate, aged cheeses, and other foods can trigger a tension
headache, or migraine headache.
If you know certain foods are a problem for you and at times trigger a
migraine headache, limit how often you eat them.

2. Quit Smoking
If you smoke, Tobacco use is known to trigger migraine headaches.
Smoking can increase head pain and other symptoms - leading to more
severe headaches such as a migraine with an aura.
If you smoke more than 5 a day, cutting these out will make a huge difference and not only to your chances of suffering from a headache, but it
will better your health too.

3. Eat Regular, Balanced Meals
Basing your diet primarily on fruits, vegetables, whole grains, lean proteins, and healthy fats, (and limiting foods that trigger an attack), is a
good way to prevent migraines and/or headaches.
Also, don’t skip meals. Skipping meals makes you hungry, which can
trigger a migraine.
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4. Establish A Sleep Schedule
Sleep helps keep your immune system strong, wards off depression and
anxiety, and promotes deep relaxation.
But stick to a regular sleep schedule: That means going to bed and waking up at the same time every day.
Poor sleeping habits, a lack of sleep, or too much sleep can often trigger
a migraine headache and lead to tension.

5. Exercise Gently, But Regularly
Intense or sporadic exercise can cause migraines, but regular exercise
can reduce the frequency or severity of headaches by reducing tension.
The trick is to warm up before exercising, and to start slowly if you are
new to physical activity.
Walking, gentle cycling, swimming, and yoga are all terrific exercise options for beginners.

6. Improve Posture
Here’s where seeing a physical therapist can come in to help...
Poor posture (eg. hunching over a computer all day) can strain your
head, neck, and shoulder muscles, leading to a migraine or headache.
Check in with yourself throughout the day and notice your posture. Are
your shoulders hunched? Is your spine straight?
By making some adjustments to your posture, it may help reduce the
frequency of migraines and tension headaches.

7. Practice Relaxation
Because many migraines and headaches are triggered by stress, knowing how to handle stress—as well as how to prevent it—can significantly
reduce the frequency and severity of your migraines and headaches.
But sometimes it’s not enough to read a book or take a bath—you have
to consciously reduce your stress levels. For example, you may need to
do deep breathing and meditation exercises to effectively manage your
stress.
- 10 www.excelptassociates.com
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7 Signs That It’s More Than Just
A Headache
1. Frequent Neck Or Shoulder
Pain
Often, the sign of neck or shoulder pain is an indicator that the problem
is not a headache... it’s a problem with a muscle or a joint in your neck
that is causing a headache. The key is to locate the cause of the problem
- such as a pulled muscle or locked joint or trapped nerve - and change
that. If not, the pain will persist. This is something that a Physical Therapist is expertly trained at doing and is often the easiest way to start
making progress with ending recurring headaches or neck pain.

2. Frequent Yawning
A day or two before a migraine headache comes around, you might find
yourself yawning more often than usual.
For many people, this is a bothersome early warning sign, and it also
gives you time to initiate your migraine treatment plan.
Other early warning signs that could accompany this yawning include
fluid retention, food cravings, fatigue, thirst, not being able to think
clearly, and mood swings.

3. Auras
These vision effects, which include seeing spots or stars, blurred vision,
or tunnel vision, begin 30 minutes to an hour before the migraine headache pain, and then go away completely just before the headache happens.
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4. You Feel Nausea
Nausea is a symptom that some people may experience with migraine.
Nausea will typically keep you from wanting to eat; some people also
experience vomiting, and others may have diarrhea or other digestive
upsets.

5. Sensitivity To Light Or Sound
People who have migraine headaches often complain that their headache pain is accompanied by acute sensitivity to noise or light.
You may also experience highly sensitive skin. For some people, light,
sound, and certain smells can also be migraine triggers.

6. “Pins And Needles”
Changing sensations, like the feeling of tingling in your hands or feet
or numbness in arms, legs, or parts of your face, are all associated with
migraine headaches.
They may occur as part of an aura event or during the migraine pain.
These types of physical sensations often feel scary and can increase the
anxiety and stress of migraine headache pain.

7.Blurred Vision
Blurred or shimmering visual sensations can occur as part of the aura
stage of a migraine headache, or with the migraine pain itself.
A small proportion of migraine headache sufferers experience the symptoms of aura, such as blurry vision and other neurological changes, but
do not also have headache pain at the same time.
These changes in vision are thought to be due to changing blood flow in
your brain.
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Conclusion
So, there you have it: things that you can do TODAY to improve your
lifestyle, general health, as well as Ease Your Neck Pain and Migraine
Headaches.
There’s obviously so much you can do too, and I could go much more
in-depth on ways to end Neck Pain and Migraine Headaches than the
principles I’ve given you here, but these fundamentals, if you apply them
rigorously and are disciplined, will make a huge difference to the quality
of your life.
In the weeks ahead I’ll be sending you even more tips and advice on
how to restore your active and healthy lifestyle - and will share with you
how Physical Therapy can make a huge difference to your life.
I hope this is the beginning of a great, long-term relationship where
myself and my team at ActiveFIT PT become the source of leading
edge health advice for you and make a real difference to your life.
Dedicated to Restoring Your Health,
Ratree Lertkitcharoenpon, Physical Therapist, PT, DPT, CHC
Specialist Neck and Shoulder Pain Physical Therapist
ActiveFIT Physical Therapy
Phone: (386) 214-2663
Email: ratree@activefitpt.com
Postal Address:
4649 Clyde Morris Blvd. #607
Port Orange, FL 32129
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Health Advice Disclaimer
We make every effort to ensure that we accurately represent the injury advice
and prognosis displayed throughout this Report.
However, examples of injuries and their prognosis are based on typical
representations of those injuries that we commonly see in our physical therapy
clinics. The information given is not intended as representations of every individual’s potential injury. As with any injury, each person’s symptoms can vary
widely and each person’s recovery from injury can also vary depending upon
background, genetics, previous medical history, application of exercises, posture, motivation to follow physical therapist advice and various other physical
factors.
It is impossible to give a 100% complete accurate diagnosis and prognosis
without a thorough physical examination and likewise the advice given for
management of an injury cannot be deemed fully accurate in the absence of
this examination from one of the physical therapists at Excel Physical Therapy.
We are able to offer you this service FREE of any charge. Significant injury
risk is possible if you do not follow due diligence and seek suitable professional
advice about your injury. No guarantees of specific results are expressly made
or implied in this report.
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